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Abstract 

This paper describes the primary technological factors of Digital Image Processing with 
exclusive reference to satellite tv for pc photo processing. Basically, all satellite tv for pc image-
processing operations can be grouped into three categories: Image Rectification and Restoration, 
Enhancement and Information Extraction. The former offers with preliminary processing of 
uncooked picture facts to right for geometric distortion, to calibrate the facts radio metrically and to 
put off noise current in the data. The enhancement techniques are utilized to photo information in 
order to correctly show the information for subsequent visible interpretation. It entails strategies for 
growing the visible big difference between elements in a scene. The goal of the records extraction 
operations is to change visible evaluation of the picture records with quantitative strategies for 
automating the identification of facets in a scene. This includes the evaluation of multispectral 
picture statistics and the software of statistically based totally choice regulations for identifying the 
land cowl identification of every pixel in an image. The intent of classification procedure is to 
categorize all pixels in a digital picture into one of various land cowl instructions or themes. This 
categorized records might also be used to produce thematic maps of the land cowl existing in an 
photo 

 
1.INTRODUCTION 

“Image Processor” carries all the equipment you want for creating, editing, and retouching 
your images. It is pleasant adequate for the informal consumer who needs to beautify household 
photographs, but effective ample for the expert who wants to work with Images containing maps or 
with Image Processing or Artificial Intelligence[1-4]. 

 
The person may also get admission to the equipment and Utilities each from Toolbars at the 

click on of a mouse as properly as via menus. To see the identify of a device button, area the cursor 
over it. A pop-up hint, referred to as a ToolTip, appears. Note additionally that Image Processor 
shows a quick description of the characteristic in the Status bar, which is positioned alongside the 
backside of the workspace[5][6][7]. 

 
Several points have been delivered to the “Image Processor” that helps in environment friendly 
processing of all types of Images 
 

2.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In order to overcome the above limitations the Software Image Processor is proposed that is 

not as expensive as the available software[8]. Its objectives are: 
 It is not very expensive. 
 It is very flexible to satisfy the casual user as well as an Artificial Intelligence 

Programmer. 
 It needs less memory 
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4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig 
1:Home page 

 
Fig 2:Image convered into several types 

 
Fig 3:After Sharpening 
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Fig 4: Image in different formats 

 
Fig 5:Result 

 
5.CONCLUSION 

Image processing is a challenge that ought to advantage immensely fromTechniques lowering 
computation time and output accuracy. Despite the reality that there are many treasured strategies 
accessible to a researcher in photo processing, few attain the degree of success required for 
complicated troubles to be solved effectively. Undoubtedly, there is notable room for enchancment at 
some stage in the area of photograph processing. Evolutionary computation, created to address 
search optimization problems, has been proven to be successful in enhancing the overall performance 
of picture processing structures in the course of a vary of problems. 

Image analysis, in particular, can advantage from making use of synthetic life, genetic 
algorithms, and genetic programming to a range of tasks. It is no longer unreasonable to suggest, 
therefore, that evolutionary computation, in general, can enhance the overall performance of picture 
processing operations. The area of photo processing the use of evolutionary computation is presently 
very immature. 

Unfortunately, this hinders the assessment of proposed models, due to the lack of take a look 
at results. Currently there seems to be no fashionable method of evaluation, ensuing in a lack of 
tough proof to aid arguments for or in opposition to proposed algorithms. This makes it challenging 
to conclude with simple task whether or not or now not evolutionary computation can advantage the 
world of picture processing. It need to be noticed, however, that during the length of this project, 
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loads of new literature has appeared, no longer solely upon the problem of evolutionary computation 
in general, however additionally EC used in picture processing. 
 
Image processing gives insights into three components of this problem. Firstly it can assist in the 
ordinary formalization of the definition of the subject and its scope. Secondly it can aid in the 
improvement of an fabulous taxonomy for the field, bringing massive advantages in doing so. 
Finally, Software Engineering can be used in the specification and improvement of software program 
for use in photo processing. This shows the reality that the discipline is developing at a enormous 
rate. The implication of this boom have to be the underlying success of the strategies discussed. In 
conclusion, therefore, I advocate that photo processing no longer solely can gain from evolutionary 
computation, however additionally will an increasing number of proceed to advantage for the 
foreseeable future. 

This package has a excellent benefit and therefore it will continually be an asset to the Users. 
Its glossy and easy interface is a splendor in itself, which receives matters executed efficiently. Most 
of all, the venture it performs with ease And elegance, doesn’t require plenty hassle, that too, with 
very easy and high-quality options. 

At the end, I would like to conclude that imposing Image Processor ought to be splendid 
benefit to the Users and employer growing them. They want no longer purchase high-priced software 
program to function Image Processing to allow the laptop vision. Instead they can efficaciously 
manipulate with the machine developed, which is straightforward and without problems manageable 
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